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How can one “persuade” people, using language?	

– Toward action (e.g., fighting in a war, voting, spreading 

the word, making your paper accepted)	

– Toward different attitudes (e.g., angry, optimistic)	


Does language matter at all?	




Rhetoric: dating from Ancient Greece	


Pericles’ Funeral Oration to Athenians during the Peloponnesian War (c. 430 BC)	


“Just because you do not 
take an interest in 
politics ... doesn't mean 
politics won't take an 
interest in you.”	

	

	

His speeches inspired 
Athenians to become the 
most powerful people in 
Greece.  [http://list25.com/25-
speeches-that-changed-the-
world/]	

	

	


Slide	  concept	  from	  Amber	  Boydstun,	  UC	  Davis	  



Patrick Henry’s “Give Me Liberty or Give Me 
Death”	

The Gettysburg Address	

Churchill’s speeches during World War II	

“Quit India” by Gandhi	


…	

	


A long list of successful stories	


[h=p://list25.com/25-‐speeches-‐that-‐changed-‐the-‐world/]	  
	  



Maybe these are only outliers, ���
what about some “trivial” cases?	


Debating about whether to buy orange juice for 
AI seminar at a faculty meeting.	

	

	

Does the language still matter?	




or just a tan suit	
Maybe volume, �



We did a study on predicting when a tweet would be retweeted (this paper cites us). The dominant 
factor is not what you write, but how many followers you have.Basically, a famous person can write 
anything and it will be retweeted. An unknown person can write the same tweet and it will be ignored.	

	

Link to paper:	

	

Sasa Petrovic, Miles Osborne and Victor Lavrenko. RT to win! Predicting Message Propagation in 
Twitter. ICWSM, Barcelona, Spain. July 2011. http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/... [ed.ac.uk]	


Daniel Hopkins, SSRN 2013: “there is no evidence that 
groups targeted by specific frames [such as "death panels" in 
the health care debates] respond accordingly.”	




Lessons from science: experiments	


RepresentaHve	  group	  A	   RepresentaHve	  group	  B	  

Orange	  juice	  contains	  
Vitamin	  C.	  

80%	  of	  PhDs	  like	  orange	  
juice.	  	  



“How important is it to 
you to vote in the 
upcoming election?”	


Mobilizing Voter turnout	


“How important is it to 
you to be a voter in the 
upcoming election?”	


✔

Bryan, Walton, Rogers and Dweck 2011	


RepresentaHve	  group	  A	   RepresentaHve	  group	  B	  



Experiments are great, but they are 
difficult to scale	


•  Requires recruiting participants and asks for 
extra effort from participants	


•  Requires experiment designers to propose 
different wordings	


•  Lab can be different from real life	




Many online language+effect pairs	


“How to Ask for a Favor: A Case Study on the Success of Altruistic Requests” Althoff, 
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Jurafsky	




Effects of language on ���
message propagation	


“The effect of wording on message propagation: Topic- and author-
controlled natural experiments on Twitter” Tan, Lee, Pang,  ACL 2014.	




The same users post multiple tweets on the 
same topic	


✔

Topic- and author-controlled pairs	


h=p://www.nyHmes.com/interacHve/2014/07/01/upshot/twi=er-‐quiz.html	  

✔



Natural Experiment Paradigm	


•   Same speaker	

•   conveying the same info	

•   Same situation	

•   Varies their wording	

	

and see the effects	


h=
p://w

w
w
.im

db.com
/Htle/=

0289879/	  



Existing literatures	


Important factors [Milkman 
and Berger, 2012; Romero et al. 2013; Suh 
et al. 2010; etc]	


•  Characteristics of the author, 
author’s social network	


•  Message topic	


•  Message timing	




•  Find a good topic [Guerini et al. 2011]	


•  Become influential or find influential users to 
help spread [Kempe et al. 2003]	


•  Improve the quality of the content	

–  Image [Isola et al. 2011]	


– Wording	

	
humor, informative, emphasize certain aspects	


How to get messages across���
more effectively?	




Add topic- and author-control to 
understand the effects of language	

•  Author control	

– Obama vs. me	


•  Topic control	

– Presidential election vs. this talk	


What if BarackObama had posted about re-
election using a different wording?	

e.g. “4 more years to prove that we can!”	




Topic- and author-controlled pairs are 
actually common!	


•  2.4 Million topic- and author-controlled tweet 
pairs 	

– 1.77M differing in more than just spacing	


– 632K whose difference was only spacing	

	




More cleaning up is required for 
natural experiments!	


•  Timing can matter (thankfully, Twitter doesn’t re-rank 
posts, but presents strictly in chronological order)	


–  The first one may enjoy a first-mover advantage	

–  The second one may be preferred as the updated one	


•  Number of followers also has complicated 
effects	




Use identical pairs to find an “ideal” 
setting	


•  Notation	

–       : number of retweets 

for the first tweet	


–       : number of retweets 
for the second tweet	


•  Difference between     
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Use identical pairs to find an “ideal” 
setting	


As time lag increases, D 
decreases as we get more 
data and then increases	

	

As number of followers 
increases, D decreases	
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The ideal setting found through identical pairs:  	

users who have more than 5K followers	

two tweets are posted within12 hours	




More filtering	


•  Ideal setting: >5K followers, <12 hours	

•  Non-trivial textual changes	

–  Similarity below median to avoid typos, etc	


•  Significant changes in retweet numbers	

–  Take top 5% and bottom 5% in terms of 	


•  Limit the number of pairs by an author to 50	


This brings us 11K topic- and author- controlled 
pairs for natural experiments!	


n2 � n1



Wording does not 
matter	


Humans should not be able 
to tell which one in a pair 

was retweeted more	


Humans can tell which one in 
a pair was retweeted more 

(accuracy > 50%)	


Wording matters!	


Does wording matter?	




Can humans tell which tweet will be 
retweeted more?	


•  Randomly sample 100 pairs	

•  20 pairs a task on Amazon Mechanical Turk	

•  39 judgments for each pair	




Can humans tell which tweet will be 
retweeted more?	


Accuracy of the 
majority label for each 
pair: 73%	


Average accuracy for 
each labeler: 61.3%	




Predict which tweet will be retweeted 
more within a pair	


•  Cross validation experiments: 11K topic- and 
author-controlled pairs (5-fold cross 
validation)	


•  Heldout experiments: 1.8K topic- and author-
controlled pairs from a different group of 
users that have never been used 	


	
(Only used once, 6 days before submission!)	




Predict which tweet will be retweeted 
more within a pair	


•  Features	

– Custom features that we proposed: lexicons, 

informativeness, language model features, etc (39 
features)	


– Bag of words: unigram+bigram (7K features)	


•  Approach	

– Take the difference between features for two 

tweets in a pair after linear normalization 	


– Logistic regression	




Predict which tweet will be retweeted 
more within a pair	


•  A strong baseline that takes only ONE	

– A classifier to distinguish10K most retweeted 

unpaired tweets from 10K least retweeted 
unpaired tweets	


– Use bag-of-words features, [number of followers 
and timing]	


– Cross validation accuracy 98.8%	




Cross-validation performance: ���
is control necessary?	


•  Best method 
outperforms the 
baseline by more than 
10%	


Accuracy	  without	  control	  



Cross-validation performance	


•  Best method 
outperforms the 
baseline by more than 
10%	


•  Custom does pretty 
well by itself, and 
outperforms average 
human accuracy	


•  Adding custom 
improves bag-of-words	


Average	  human	  accuracy	  
(on	  a	  sample	  of	  100	  pairs)	  

Accuracy	  without	  control	  



Fortunately, same results hold in 
heldout data	


Average	  human	  accuracy	  
(on	  a	  sample	  of	  100	  pairs)	  

Accuracy	  without	  control	  

•  Best method 
outperforms the 
baseline by more than 
10%	


•  Custom does pretty 
well by itself, and 
outperforms average 
human accuracy	


•  Adding custom 
improves bag-of-words	




Should we conform to community 
norm?	


•  Train language models using non-paired tweets	

•  Compute unigram, bigram language model 

score	

higher score = closer to twitter language	


•  Test whether more retweeted tweets have a 
larger score	




Be like the community (conformity)	


•  Train language models using non-paired tweets	

•  Compute unigram, bigram language model 

score	

higher score = closer to twitter language	


•  Test whether more retweeted tweets have a 
larger score	


Effective?	


Twitter unigram language model	
 p < 0.001	


Twitter bigram language model	
 p < 0.001	




•  Train language models using history of each 
person	


•  Compute unigram, bigram language model score	

higher score = closer to personal history	


•  Test whether more retweeted tweets have a 
larger score	


Should we maintain personal style?	




Effective?	


Personal unigram language model	
 p < 0.001	


Personal bigram language model	


Be true to yourself	


•  Train language models using history of each 
person	


•  Compute unigram, bigram language model score	

higher score = closer to personal history	


•  Test whether more retweeted tweets have a 
larger score	




•  Natural experiments show that language 
matters in message propagation! 	


•  Controlling topics and authors can improve 
predictive performance significantly over an 
approach without control	




Use similar paradigm to approach less 
studied problems: ���
language strength	


“A Corpus of Sentence-level Revisions in Academic Writing: A Step towards 
Understanding Statement Strength in Communication.” Tan and Lee, ACL 2014	




Example: Kunming Attack	


The members of the Security 
Council (UN) condemned in the 
strongest terms the terrorist 
attack on March 1, 2014 in 
Kunming Train Station	




	

[Chinese media] accused Western media of soft-
pedaling the attack and failing to state clearly 
that it was an act of terrorism.” [The New York Times]	


	

“Some Western media, including CNN, The 
Associated Press, The New York Times and The 
Washington Post, were mystifying, confusing, 
even to the point of sowing discord.” 
‘Completely hypocritical and callous,’ [People’s daily]	


In particular …	




…, the US embassy referred to this incident as 
the “terrible and senseless act of violence in 
Kunming”.	


	

	

	

A weibo user: “If you say that the Kunming 
attack is a ‘terrible and senseless act of violence’, 
then the 9/11 attack can be called a ‘regrettable 
traffic incident’”	




Understanding statement strength is 
important!	


We regret to inform you that your paper 
has been rejected 	




The problem is not well studied. ���
���
A first step to understand statement strength is 
to distinguish strong and weak statements. ���
	


Statement strength is inherently relative.	  



Authors post latex source for different 
versions of the same paper	


Is it only typos?	  



A lot of rewrites are made between 
different versions	




Align different versions of the same 
paper to find sentence pairs [Barzilay and Elhadad 

2003]	




Examples of potential strength changes	


The algorithm is 
studied in this paper .	


The algorithm is 
proposed in this paper .	


... circadian pattern 
and burstiness in 
human communication 
activity .	


... circadian pattern and 
burstiness in mobile 
phone communication .	




Examples of potential strength changes	


they maximize the 
expected revenue of 
the seller but induce 
efficiency loss .	


they maximize the 
expected revenue of the 
seller but are inefficient .	




Top categories in making changes	




A corpus of sentence-level revisions���
focusing on potential strength changes	


•  108K pairs from abstracts or introductions	

– similarity score for the pair was larger than 0.5	


•  Final labeling instructions:	

stronger, weaker, no strength change, I can’t tell	


•  Labeled 500 pairs on Amazon Mechanical Turk	

– 9 labels and COMMENTS each	




Overall labeling results	


•  Among the 500 pairs, Fleiss’ Kappa was 0.242, 
which indicates fair agreement	


•  386 pairs have an absolute-majority label	

	
Fleiss’ Kappa is 0.322, and 74.4% of pairs were 

strength changes	

	
(93 weaker, 194 stronger, 99 no change)	


•  Most labels agree with our intuitions, but 
there are also some differences	




Participants are swayed by specificity	


S2 is stronger:  “S2 is more specific in its description which 
seems stronger.”	


S2 is weaker:  “‘one experimental data set’ weakens the 
sentence”	


S1: ... using data from 
numerics and 
experiments .	


S2: ... using data sets from 
numerics in the point 
particle limit and one 
experimental data set .	


Similar findings in courts [Bell and Loftus (1989)]	




Participants interpret constraints/conditions 
not in strictly logical ways	


(stronger) We have more detail/proof in S2	

(stronger) the words ”not totally disconnected” made the 
sentence sound more impressive.	


S1: we also proved that if 
[MATH] is sufficiently 
homogeneous then ...	


S2: we also proved that if 
[MATH] is not totally 
disconnected and sufficiently 
homogeneous then ...	




Participants can have a different understanding 
of domain-specific terms	


S2 is stronger:  “in S2 Adapt is stronger than just the word 
discover. adapt implies more of a proactive measure. ”	


S1: in the current paper 
we discover several 
variants of qd algorithms 
for quasiseparable 
matrices .	


S2: in the current paper 
we adapt several 	

variants of qd algorithms 
to quasiseparable 
matrices .	




This type of corpus can enable other 
interesting studies	


The more authors,	

the fewer changes!	
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•  The labels and comments we collected can hopefully 
provide insights into better ways to define and 
approach this problem.	


•  The ultimate goal of this study is to understand the 
effects of statement strength on the public, which can 
lead to various applications in public communication.	




We confirm that language matters via natural experiments, and 
show that this paradigm can also improve prediction performance	


	


We collect the first large-scale dataset on language strength	

	


Twitter Data	


	
http://chenhaot.com/pages/wording-for-propagation.html	

Twitter Demo	


	
http://chenhaot.com/retweetedmore	


Twitter Quiz	


	
http://chenhaot.com/retweetedmore/quiz	


	
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/07/01/upshot/twitter-quiz.html	

Strength data	


	
http://chenhaot.com/pages/statement-strength.html	


I hope this is the beginning of an 
interesting journey!	



